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%'e present a unified investigation of the spin-isospin responses of a finite nucleus in both the
spin-transverse (cr &(q) and spin-longitudinal (cr.q) channels, utilizing the formalism of the polariza-
tion propagator, IIpv. The independent particle transverse response (evaluated in a harmonic oscil-
lator basis) fails to reproduce the recent data from deep inelastic (e,e ) scattering, thus pointing to
the existence of collective effects. As a preliminary step toward the solution of the random-phase-
approximation equations for Hpv, we explore in detail the mixed-coupling propagator, which may
produce significant differences between the collective response of infinite nuclear matter and the one
of a finite system.

I. INTRODUCTION

= ——&%p
~
TIJH~, (xt)j ~ b(x't')

J ~
4p), (1.1)

where T is the time-ordered product,

jHz, (xt) =jH&, (xt) —
& pp

I jHp. (xt) (1.2)

The nuclear response function in the spin-isospin chan-
nel has been widely considered in the last' few years. A
substantial amount of theoretical and experimental work
has been carried out to clarify its features, together with
the nature of the spin-isospin force and the role played by
pions and 6 isobars inside nuclei.

Recently it has been suggested' that the nuclear
response, providing it is collective in character, should be
markedly different, at least in some range of momentum
transfers q, in the spin longitudinal (o"q) channel as com-
pared with the spin transverse one (cr Xq).

The origin of the contrast lies in the attraction mediat-
ed by pions, which may overcome, for q=2p, the well-
established short range repulsion of the spin-isos pin
particle-hole force, thus producing some enhancement and
softening in the longitudinal response. In the transverse
one, instead, which cannot be directly coupled to the pion,
the opposite occurs, namely a quenching and a hardening.

These results were obtained in infinite nuclear matter,
in an RPA (random phase approximation) framework. A
recent experimental search has shown no evidence of this
effect. It is conceivable that this outcome may also be as-
sociated with finite size effects; indeed, in a confined sys-
tem the presence of the surface mixes pionlike and rholike
excitations and a reduction of the expected contrast could
thus occur.

Therefore it is of relevance to explore the spin-isospin
response in a finite nucleus. This we intend to do in the
present and in a forthcoming paper, with the method of
the polarization propagator. The latter can be generally
defined as
IIp, „b( t,xtx')

where

=X &&
I jpa(x) I

p&a Ha(t)aHp(t»
a, P

(1 3)

(1.4)

are the first quantized matrix elements of thetcurrent be-
tween the single particle states g~(y), and a,a, the an-
ticommuting fermion operators.

With the aim of calculating and comparing the spin
longitudinal and spin transverse responses, we introduce
the following spin-isospin four-current:

(i) p=m (=1,2,3),

j,(x—y)= f dq(a Xq) e
(2~)

(1.5a)

(ii) p=o,

p, (x—y)—:jp, (x—y)

f dq(o"q)e
(2m )

(1.5b)

r~ (a =x,y, z) being the Pauli isospin matrices of the nu-
cleon.

In order to evaluate the nuclear response to an external
probe of definite momentum and energy, it is more con-
venient to work in momentum space where the Fourier
transform of (1.1) can be written as

is the current deviation operator in Heisenberg representa-
tion,

~

'I'p) is the exact ground state of the nuclear Hamil-
tonian, and p, -v and a, b are vector and isospin indices,
respectively.

In the above, jH&, is expressed in terms of field opera-
tors as follows:

JH/:(xt) = fdye H(y, t)JI,.(x y)iH(y t—)
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+pa, vb(q q'ico) where

n&0 irico —(En Ep—)+ i i)
a

~
e„&=E„~e„}, (1.7)

fxo+ (E„Ep—) i q—

(1.6)
l

H being the full nuclear Hamiltonian.
In (1.6) the current operators are now in, the

Schrodinger picture and the Fourier transform of the ma-
trix elements in (1.3) can be easily carried out for the
four-current (1.5):

&~~J .(q)
~
p&= —' f ayy.'(y)r. (~Xq) e' 'yi(y),

2

&~ II.(q)
I && —= &~

I Jp.«) I ~& =i f dy @'(»r.(~ q)e""6(y) .

(1.8a)

(1.8b)

The above relations obviously imply

IIpa, vb(qiq ico)

n&0 r —(E„—E,)+iq

c.c.(q~ —q, q'~ —q')
fico+ (E„Ep) iri— — (1.10)

An expression alternative to (1.6) and useful in writing
down the RPA integral equations reads

II„,„b(q,q';co)

=—„2&~
I J,.(q) l&&&1 li.b( 'q ) I»Ap. rs(~»

aPy5

(1.9)

which was utilized in (1.6).
The latter can then be conveniently rewritten in the

form

In Sec. II we shall evaluate the zeroth-order approxima-
tion to the polarization propagator (pure shell model) and
in Sec. III we test its space components on the spin trans-
verse nuclear response of Ca, recently separated out in
Saclay.

The poor performance of the shell model in interpreting
the data asks for a collective approach to the nuclear
response. Accordingly in Sec. IV we discuss the RPA
equations (neglecting antisymmetrization) for both the
space (spin transverse) and the time (spin longitudinal)
components of II„, b(q, q';co). These equations will be
solved in a forthcoming paper. Here we limit ourselves to
explore in detail, in Sec. V, the features of the density-
current polarization propagator, which is responsible for
the coupling between the spin-transverse and spin-
longitudinal channels.

II. INDEPENDENT PARTICLE
POLARIZATION PROPAGATOR

We now evaluate (1.6) in the independent particle ap-
proximation, which amounts to replacing

~
4„& with

Slater determinants of single-particle wave functions, to
be denoted by

~
P„&. For convenience we use the harmon-

ic oscillator (HO) basis for spin —,', isospin —, particles:

with f" (r)=q„ i (r)X, i),

where

(2.-1)

Ap rs(co)=A'g

& ep
~

a tyas
~
4„}& 4„)a a p [

'IIQ &

fgcg) +(E„Ep) iri— —

(1.12)

g„, (r)=R„., (r)~, (2.2)

corresponds to ihe eigenvalues e„h ."aa
Let us now consider separately the time, space, and

mixed components of the polarization propagator (1.6),
which we shall refer to as density-density, current-current,
and current-density (or density-current), respectively.

According to (1.10), it is defined as

A. Density-density polarization propagator

n&0

IIp, ,pb(q, q;co)—:II, b(q, q;co)

&SIP (q) I4' &&4. IPb( —q') Idp&

Rco (E„Ep) +ii)— —
c.c.(q —+ —q, q'~ —q')

fico+ (E„Ep) —ii)—(2.3)
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where we have dropped, for convenience, the subscripts referring to the time components of j„.
We need, e.g., the matrix element

&4n IPb( —q') l4'o&= —'g &Nn la pah I fo»s (~ q'». „n~ rb9t„f dr e qn i m (r )qn„i„m
ph

(2.4)

which we shall evaluate by coupling the particle and the hole to a definite angular momentum l, spin cr, and isospin r.
Moreover l and o are coupled to a total angular momentum J. In the jj coupling scheme we get, after some algebra,

(y„ I i b( —q')
I yo) = g g (y„ I ph; J~;«, )s. , (J,Jh; J I

i~;J)(i)'+'( —1) p4[~(2l, +1)(2ih+1)(2l+ I)]'"
JM/cr n„lp

z nhlp j
l 1 J I

0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ in i„nhih(q')I'JM(q'+~, 1'~, , b (2.5)

where

~r, b ~r, olibz '5~, 1(lib x i~by )J ~2+~1 —1('4 x+1 i}by )~~2 i

~«,i, ni„(q)= qf
and the symbol (jpjh', J I

lcr;J ) is related to the 9j coefficients in the usual way:
'L

(j„jh',J I
lo",J)=[( j2p+1)(2j h+1)(2l +1)(2cr +1)]' 'lh —,

'
jh '.

l o. J
Let us now, following Toki and Weise, define

I, 1 J
aJi—=(J010

I
10)=(—1) &2l+I

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

and

lp lh l
Qph(q) = (jph, J I

icy; J)5 1( —i) +'( —1) "4[7r(21 + l)(2lh+1)]' M i„ i „„i„(q) 0 0 (2.9)

The expression (2.5) can then be recast as

&0n I pb( —q')
I ko& = g g &0n I

ph'J~ «.&aJiQp'h (q'»JM(q')~. , 1~v, b .
JM~~ n„lp„

IcT 7th lh Jg

Once (2.10) is inserted into (2.3) one finally gets

(2.10)

II, b(q, q', co) =5, b g IIJ(q, q', co) PJ(q q'), (2.1 1)

with

O+J( q, q ',~ ) = g aJi [+ J( q q ~ )]ii'a Ji'
ll'

and

(2.12)

[11J(q,q;M)]ll =g Qph(q) ~ . —~ . Qph
Rco —Ep —Eh + l 71'i5co + 6p —eh ) —i q

(2.13)

(note that ph is a shortcut for nplpj» nhlhjh).
It is interesting to note than when the spin-orbit coupling is disregarded in the single-particle energies, then the sum-

mation over jp Jh is trivial and II J turns out to be both diagonal in l and J independent. Thus instead of (2.12) we shall
have

IIJ(q, q', co)=gaJiII ( i, qqco),
l

(2.14)
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with

0
l Ip h

11 l(q q'~)=16~ g (2l, +1)(2lh+1) 0 0 0 ~ln l .„l„(q)
n I

1 2
X

flCO —(E»l '—En l )+l'll flCO+(E» l
—6n l ) —i%i"pp n nhh

~ln l nhlh('q ) .
pp hh (2.15)

The summation over J can now be carried out, yielding finally, "in lieu" of (2.11),

II, b(q, q', co) =5, b(q.q')g II l(q, q';co) Pl(q. q'),o, , "o,. (2l+1)
4m.

with II l given now by (2.15).

(2.16)

It reads

S. Density-current polarization propagator

& 40 IP q 14'» & & 4'»
Ij b

—q' —I 4'0 &

IIoa, nb qtq i~ = ~ 0 0
»&0 %co (E» E—o ) +i ri—

( —1)"c.c.(q~ —q, q'~ —q', n ~ n)—
fuu+ (E» Eo ) —iri—

(2.17)

where the vector indices of the current are now the spherical ones (n =0,+1). We notice here that, for the spherical
components of the current, Eq. (1.9) becomes

The current matrix element turns out to be

&Ac lj b( —q')
l
—4'0& =&&4» I

a pah140&( i)&.,—(rrxq') &„ l—ar, rbril„ f «'e
ph

and, with the same notation of (2.5),

Ij b( q')
I po&—= i g g—&0'» I

ph'JM'rr, &&3/2[(2J+ 1)(2J'+ 1)]'"
JMJ'M' ph

(2.18)

J J' 1 J J' 1

n 1 1 l ( 1) ~J hf (q )a'J'l'aph ('q )8,l~, b (2.19)

Inserting now (2.19) and (2.10) into (2.17), one ends up with

M J ].II, „b(q,q';co)=i&3/25, b + II J(q, q', co)( —1) + +"+'
M M FJM(q)F&M+ (q'),

JM

where

H J(q, q '; co ) = g aJl [II J( q, q '; co ) ]ll bJl
I1'

and [IIJ(q, q', co)]ll is given by (2.13). In (2.21)

JJ) 1

bJl' =[(2J+ 1)(2Jl + 1)]' aJ, l

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

In deriving (2.20) one should observe that the parity of J+J' [cf. (2.19)] must be the same of l +l' [cf. (2.10)], which
is even [cf. (2.9)]. Then the triangular condition of the 3j symbol in Eq. (2.19) implies J =J.

As in the previous instance, when the spin-orbit coupling is disregarded, Eq. (2.21) simplifies to

II J(q,q';co)= g aJlIIl (q, q';ol)bJl
I

(2.23)
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with II1 given by (2.15).
Remarkably the elements of (2.20) diagonal in momentum space identically vanish, since

J J
X ) M M li ~JM(q)+J, +M(q) =o
M

This will be the case in infinite nuclear matter, where all the polanzation propagators conserve the momentum.
In conclusion, the following relation between the current-density and the density-current propagators holds

Ilna, ob(q q co) ( 1) IIob, — (q q'01)

(2.24)

(2.25)

C. Current-current polarization propagator

It reads

& 0'0 li q I 4'x & & Pre l J b
—q—

'
I 40 &

IIma, nb q~q i01 = ~ 0 0
IC+0 (Ex ——Eii ) +i il

&Pol J .b( —q-')
I Px&&dx lJ' .(q) I 6&

au+ (Exo Eoo) —ig—
(2.26)

The matrix elements needed for its calculation have been previously derived and one gets the following expression:

J J)
+ma, nb(qtq ioi) Oa, b Yi

JJ)J2 L

MM )M~

1 J J2 1

m M M2 n I'J1Mi(q)yJ'2M2(q')IIJ, JiJ2(q, q', ~), (2.27)

0 J) J2
+J;J J (e, ri', 0J) =g bJ1 t I J(e,e', '!0)]11'bJ1'

ll'
(2.28)

the bJ1 being given by (2.22) and II J(q,q;oi) again by (2.13). Also in this instance, when the spin orbit is neglected,
(2.28) reduces too,. J~ 0 . J2

+J;JiJg( I~ I ~~) y bJl + l(e~ 7 i'!0)bJ!
1

with II!given by Eq. (2.15).
Furthermore, from Eq. (2.27) it is easy to prove the following property:

II'.„,(q, q';~)=( —1) +"ll' . „,(q', q;~).
The diagonal matrix elements of (2.26) can be cast into the'form

1/2
(2J i + 1)(2Jp+ 1)(2J'+ 1)II, „b(q,q;01)=5, b —,

'
( —1) +"

JJ'J,J, 4m

(2.29)

(2.30)

X m —n n —m

J] J2 J'
0 0 0 'J J J '~J', m(nq) (2.31)

which will be utilized in the following section. In particular, when the spin-orbit coupling is neglected in the single-
particle levels, (2.31) can be simply rewritten as

I 1 2
+ma, nb(q q,'~) =& bYi ga4 + l(e q;~) i &m, n+( —1)" &2'J»2, m .(q)

1

(2.32)

III. THE NUCLEAR SINGLE-PARTICLE
TRANSVERSE RESPONSE

The nuclear transverse magnetic response, separated out
with deep inelastic (e,e') scattering at Bates and Saclay,
is the natural testing ground of the theory developed in

the previous paragraph. The nucleonic electromagnetic
current, which enters into the IIm, „b appropriate for the
evaluation of the magnetic response, requires somewhat
different isospin operators, namely [pole (iJ~ p„)]ri-
should replace va and vb (we neglect here the small iso-
scalar contribution); 1L1,0 is the nuclear Bohr magneton,
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Xg 5 „—( —1)"+
2q q„

m, n g

XlmII~3 3(q, q;co), (3.1)

p& ——2.79 and p„=—1.91.
The nuclear transverse response (or transverse structure

function) is then customarily defined as

2
I PO 2

Sr(q, co) =—

where the isospin indices have been dropped and (2.30)
has been utilized. (Clearly the response, being a scalar
quantity, is frame independent. )

From (2.32) it follows now

right-hand side (rhs) of (3.1) does not contribute since the
currents in H „are orthogonal to q.

Assuming, furthermore, the direction of the momentum
q, transferred to the nuclear system, along the direction of
the z axis, Eq. (3.1) simplifies to

2

2 (p~ —p„) —Imil& ~(q, q;co)GM(qq), (3.3)

m, n being spherical indices; in the above formula GM(q~)
is the usual electromagnetic yNN form factor, 11, , (q, q;~) = -, & 11,(q, q;~)0 ) (2l+1) 0

4m.
(3 4)

[1+(q —co /e )/(18. 1 fm )]
Obviously the second term in the square brackets of the

which, inserted into (3.3) together with the definition
(2.15) of Ii~(q, q;co) gives, for the single-particle trans-
verse response,

2

ST(q,co)=,
~ Gm(qg)

A' q (Pp Pn)

r

Ip lh l
1X g g 5[6,N —(N„—N„)](2l„+1)(2l&+1)(2I+1) —W &„& «(q)

pp hh
0 0 O Pl 1l I

(3.5)

where EN=fico/fuuo and the single particle HO energies
have been expressed, in the usual way, as

e„(——(2n+1+ —,
'

)fmo ——(N+ —,
'

Huup .

The transverse magnetic response of Ca, Ca, and
Fe have been recently measured at Saclay with deep in-

I

elastic electron scattering; to compare with our theory we
choose the data on Ca, which is a closed shell nucleus
even in the absence of spin-orbit coupling. The response,
formula (3.5), is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, together with the
experimental data, at q =330 and 410 MeV/c. The
response of infinite nuclear matter is also displayed, with

{Mev )

0.06

0.05

0-04

0.03

0.02

0.01

10 15 20 dN

FICx. 1. The separated transverse magnetic response, Eq. {3.3), in Ca at q=330 MeV/c as a function of fm =ANAcoo. The experi-
mental points {triangles) are taken from Ref. 5; the dashed line is the nuclear matter response, with k~ ——1.2 fm
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-1
(MIV ) ST(q, ~)

1+ k

0.06

0.05

0.04
A A

0.03

0.02

0.0&

10 20 AN

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, at q=410 MeV/c.

a Fermi wave number k„=1.2 fm
These figures deserve a few comments:
(i) A systematic and substantial disagreement between

theory and experiment shows up for all excitation ener-
gies: The theoretical response is enhanced at low frequen-
cies and reduced at higher frequencies with respect to the
data.

(ii) The responses of the nucleus (in the HO approxima-
tion) and of nuclear matter are rather close to each other,
except for the features reflecting the confinement. More-
over, in the present approach we have no free parameter
at our disposal. Indeed, the oscillator parameter
fmo ——11.02 MeV is fixed by the rms radius of Ca,
whereas the nucleon mass and k~ can be utilized, in nu-
clear matter, to parametrize the effects of an average
field.

(iii) As already pointed out in (i) and elsewhere, ' the
experimental transverse response displays some quenching
and hardening with respect to the independent particle
response. This behavior comes out naturally in an RPA
theory for infinite nuclear matter, through the collective
effects induced by the repulsive, short-ranged spin-isospin
force, which indeed quench and harden the spin-
transverse response.

Thus, we face the problem of evaluating the current-
current polarization propagator in the frame of the RPA.
In the next section we shall outline the theory; the corre-
sponding numerical results will be given in a forthcoming
paper. '

IV. THE RPA EQUATIONS FOR II„„
The random phase approximation to our polarization

propagators can be most naturally derived utilizing Eq.

(1.11), with Ap &s(co). The latter obeys the RPA equa-
tion

Ap~ rs(co)=Ap rs(co)+—

PA( ) (4.1)

where (A, il '
l

V
l
op ')D is the direct particle-hole ma-

trix element of the nucleon-nucleon interaction and

0 8( y F)8(F 5)— —
Ap rs(co)=5 s5prA

fbi) —( Er —6s ) + l 7J

8(F y) 8(5 F)— —
fico+ (es er ) iri— —(4 2)

I' denoting the Fermi level.
Since we are exploring the spin-isospin particle-hole

channel, the one-pion exchange, V, and the one-rho ex-
change, V&, only will enter into play. To them it is cus-
tomary to add a strongly repulsive, contact interaction,
parametrized by the I.andau-Migdal parameter g'. It ac-
counts partially for exchange effects, which are neglected
in (4.1).

With our previous definitions of the density-density,
density-current, and current-current polarization propaga-
tors, we can write down three (formally) different integral
RPA equations:
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+mnn, b(q~q i~)=+ma, nb(q~q '~)+ f 3 11,o (q ki~)Vd(k)+pd, nb(k~q'i~)
(2m. )3

+4 g f II, ~, (q, k;co) V,d(k)IIId „b(k,q', cu),
I o=+,i (2~)3 (4 3)

IIp, „"b(q,q', co)= IIo, „b(q,q';co)+f, 11o,o, (q, k;co) Vq(&)11od, ,b(k, q', ~)
(2m )

+4 g f 11p ~, (q, k;~) Vd(k)Ilid', b(k, q';~),
p ~~ (2m)

(4.4)

IIpnob(q q', ~)=11o,ob(q, q', ~)+f 3 IIo o (q, k;co) Vg( k)II pdpb(k, q', co)
(2m )

+4 g f IIp, (, (q, k;co) Vd(k)II(gob(k, q', co),
I —o +~ (2w)

(4.5)

2 I

p k k +@~
(4.6a) (a) k)(a'2 k)+(o'i&&k) (o2&&k)=k (o'i.o'2) . (4.8)

has been incorporated into Eqs. (4.6) on the basis of the
following identity:

2 2

V.', (k)= I'.(k'), g, —I,'(k') '. . . &.b . (4.6b)

In the above, f /4m. h'c=0.08, fez ——2.18 (f /p ), and
the usual monopole form factors have been included at
the m (p) NN vertexes. The short-range repulsive force

f'
VSR 2 g (~1 ~2)(rl r2) (4.7)

p~

Notice that in Eqs. (4.3)—(4.5) the index 0 is referred to
a "density, " i.e., (o"q). We also remark that, since the p-h
interaction is diagonal in the isospin indices, the following
property holds:

RPA RPA
&pa b &ah&p v (4.9)

and the isospin labels will be dropped hereafter.
Moreover, since the angular dependence of V and V

[see Eqs. (4.6)] has been included into the polarization
propagators, the latter display in -RPA the same angular
structure of the bare ones, namely,

11p,o (q q '~)=g II~ "(q,q';~)YJM(q) Y~M(q'), (4.10)

II „(q,q', co)= —',
JJ,J,

MM, M2

IIo „(q,q', co) =iv'3/2+II J (q, q';m)( —1) + +'+"
JM

J J] 1 J
1)m+n

M —M) m M

J J
JM+'q '

J2 1

YJ,M, (q»~, M, (q')IIz ~",~,(q Q'~»

(4.11)

where IIq, IIz, and Ilz.z z are given by (2.12), (2.21), and (2.28), respectively, providing that II J(q, q;co) is replaced

by II J (q, q', co) in all instances.
Then the three equations (4.3)—(4.5), after the angular variables have been integrated out, lead to a unique integral

RPA equation for the matrix II z

[IIJ'"(e e'~)]II =[II'(e e'»)la+, f dk k'$ [IIJ(e k'&)]a, [U'J«)]i, i,[III"' (k e"&)lq
I ) l2

with

(4.13)

[ Us(k)]s, t, =ayI, V (k)aJ& + V (k)(5(, ( agI a~( )—
=[V (k) —Vp(k)]aJ( aJI +5(,1, Vp(k)+I (k ) (4.14)
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For fixed J, this is a 3 X 3 matrix since the factors ajt im-

ply I =/+1.
One should also keep in mind that, in the spin-isospin

channel, the nucleon can be virtually excited to a 6 isobar
(S=—', , T= —, ) and 6-hole intermediate states should be
included in the polarization propagator as well. This can
be accomplished in a standard way (see, for instance, Ref.
6).

Methods for solving the RPA equations (4.3)—(4.5) and
detailed results will be presented in a forthcoming paper. '

However some physical insight can be gained already by
the direct inspection of the equations themselves.

The relevant quantities are the density-density and
current-current RPA polarization propagators, whose
imaginary parts provide the spin-longitudinal and spin-
transverse responses; with a common normalization,
which allows for their direct comparison, they may be de-
fined as follows:

the RPA equation for the quantity which has the "oppo-
site" coupling through the density-current (or the
current-density} polarization propagator. Therefore this is
the crucial quantity in determining the ultimate differ-
ences between the RPA responses of nuclear matter and
finite nuclei (we recall that in the zeroth-order approxima-
tion they do not differ appreciably).

We shall discuss in detail the density-current polariza-
tion propagator in Sec. V. Still, it can be observed here
that in the case it is negligible with respect to the density-
density and current-current polarization propagators, the
second term in the rhs of Eq. (4.3) and the third one in the
rhs of Eq. (4.5) can be disregarded. In such a condition
the two equations not only would decouple, but become
substantially different, since the p-h force contains either
the pion or the rho exchanges as in the infinite nuclear
matter.

1
RL (q co)= — ImIIp3 p3(q, q;to }2' (4.15}

V. THE MIXING BETWEEN THE TRANSVERSE
AND THE LONGITUDINAL CHANNELS

1
Rz.(q, co) = ——g 5 „ImII 3 3(q, q;co),

m, n

(4.16)

the suffixes l. and T meaning longitudinal and transverse,
respectively.

In the independent particle approximation (4.15) and
(4.16) obviously coincide, as it can be easily checked by in-
specting the relative expressions of Sec. II. In the RPA
theory the longitudinal and transverse spin-isospin
responses have been found to be markedly different at in-
termediate momentum tranfers when calculated for an
homogeneous system (infinite nuclear matter). '

The contrast between the two responses stems, in this
case, from the distinct characteristics of the related
particle-hole forces: the g'+ rho exchange in the trans-
verse channel is strongly repulsive, the g' + pion exchange
in the longitudinal one is attractive. Indeed, in an infinite
system the (u Xq) and (n q) vertexes get decoupled in the
p-h polarization propagator.

On the contrary, in a finite nucleus pion and rho ex-
changes enter together in both the RPA equations for the
density-density and the current-current polarization prop-
agators [see Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5)]: This is why the problem
of solving the two equations can be reduced to the solu-
tion of Eq. (4.13) alone, where the full spin-isospin p-h
force appears.

From these considerations one could expect that the
finite size of the system might remove the contrast be-
tween the spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse RPA nu-
clear responses, since it leads to the same renormalization
in both channels for each of the multipoles IIJ. However,
the latter enter with different weights into the density-
density and current-current polarization propagators [see
(4.10) and (4.12)).

In fact, a deeper examination of Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5)
shows that both the pion in (4.3) and the rho in (4.5) enter

IIp „(q,q';co) = i V 3/8g( —1)~+ '+"v'(2J + 1)
J

X II J(q, q', ~) (5.1)

which can be further simplified, when the spin-orbit cou-
pling is neglected, as follows

As stressed before, the mixing between pionlike and
rholike excitations occurs, in the RPA frame, through the
density-current polarization propagator. Previous studies
have already focused the attention on this mixing. In par-
ticular Delorme et al. "' have investigated the form fac-
tor of the 15.1 MeV, J = 1+ state of ' C with the aim of
elucidating, in an RPA scheme, the pionic influence on
the Ml transition.

More recently, Cohen' has further analyzed this prob-
lem, finding again a substantial contribution of the pion
in the transverse channel, whereas the influence of the rho
in the pionic channel appears to be weaker (because of the
large rho mass) and somewhat model dependent.

In this section we explore, both in momentum and coor-
dinate space, the density-current polarization propagator
which, being a three-vector, is frame dependent and in
general is a function of seven variables. We start our
analysis in momentum space, choosing a frame with the z
axis pointing in the q direction and with the vector q ly-
ing in the (x,z) plane. Then IIp „will depend only upon
four variables and Eq. (2.20) is easily seen to become (iso-
spin indexes are dropped)
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IIo',.(q q', ~)=5., +i &I—(q q')'"'- 2 2

Xg &I(q q')II &(q, q', ~) . (5.2)
(2l +1), o

7T

The above is a well-suited expression for the compar-
ison with the density-density propagator (2.16). Indeed
the ratio between these two quantities turns out immedi-

ately to be given by

'IIon(, q q '~) V 1 —(q.q')~

IIo,o(q, q';~) 2~2(q q')
(5.3)

remarkably independent upon
~ q ~, ~

q'
~

and the energy.
For completeness we also quote the expression of the

current-current propagator in the same reference frame

II „(q,q', co) =(—1)
J 1 J$

4&

J2
m —n n —m

or, when the spin-orbit coupling is disregarded,

1 1 1 1 1 1

m —mo m n—n —m

(5.4)
l

%'hen m =n the above expression is simply related to the
density-density propagator:

II (q, q', co) = —,(q q') g Pl(q. q')lI i(q, q';co),o,. i, (2l+I), o

7T

&& Y~ „(q q', 0) =
4 IIO&(q, q', co), (5.6)

Xg P~(q. q ')II (lq, q';co) .
(2l +1) whereas for m=+1, n=0 it is related to the density-

current propagator

(5.5)
——lm Do „(R,%';rn) Mev fm2

——ImH, , (R q' rn)
1 0

1.5 Mev &m
0.02-

1,0 0.01

3~ro

I

0.01

l

I I

I

I

4 (fm j

FIG. 3. The imaginary part of IIO0(q, q';co) in Ca for
fico=8Acoo and q q'=1 as a function of q'. The continuous line

represents the case q=q', the dot-dashed line corresponds to
q=1.S fm ', and the dashed line to q=2.25 fm

FIG. 4. The imaginary part of Ho„(q, q', co) in Ca as a func-
tion of q =q', with q q '=0.5 at different energies.
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II o(q, q';co) = —+1—(q q')

(5.7)

These relations are useful in discussing the role of the
density-current polarization propagator in the RPA equa-
tions (4.3) and (4.5) and, consequently, the mixing between
pion and rho in the spin-transverse and spin-longitudinal
RPA responses.

The basic point is that for parallel q and q' (q q'= 1)
the density-density propagator reaches its maximum
values whereas Hp „vanishes.

For the sake of illustration we display in Fig. 3 the
imaginary part of IIO 0(q, q';co) at fixed energy (fuu=gficoo)
and for q.q'=1. Together with the fully diagonal term
(q=q'), two cases with

~ q ~
&

~

q'
~

are also displayed.
The imaginary part of the density-current propagator is

shown instead in Fig. 4, for three different energies, when
the angle between q and q' is 7r/3. In this case the ratio
(5.3) is 0.61 and therefore IIO „and IIO o are of the same
order of magnitude. However the scale of Fig. 4 is small-
er than the one of Fig. 3 by a factor of order 10

Another important feature which appears in Fig. 4 con-

cerns the energy dependence of the density-current propa-
gator. In fact, as the energy increases it drops down rath-
er quickly (in contrast with the behavior of the diagonal
term of llo o).

As the angle between q and q' increases toward m/2
the ratio (5.3) grows and IIO „becomes larger than IIOO
(for instance their ratio is 1.73 for q q '=0.2), but its ab-
solute value rapidly decreases by orders of magnitude.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the results for
q. q '=0.5 and q. q'=0.2 are compared.

From the above considerations we argue that the role of
the pion (rho) in the renormalization of the transverse
(longitudinal) responses, although not negligible should
not modify the nuclear matter results by more than
20—30%. We also expect a progressive decoupling of the
two channels as the energy increases.

We address now the question "where, " inside the nu-
cleus, the coupling between pionlike and rholike excita-
tions plays the most re1evant role. For this purpose we
have investigated the density-current polarization propa-
gator in coordinate space,

r dq s 'r'
(2m ) (2m )'

X Ilt, „(q,q';~) (5.&)

with IIo „(q,q';co) given by (2.20). The angular integra-
tions are straightforward and lead to

0.005—

ImDO „(q,q'. co)

Mev fm~

j'
/

/
/

I

(x10')

0.004—

0 ~ 003—

O. 002—

O. 001—

0.001—

0 002—

FICx. 5. The imaginary part of Ho„{q,q', co) in Ca as a function of q=q', with Aco=8Acoo at two different angles. The dashed
curve has been multiplied by 10 .
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where

1)M+J+I+n
JM

J J 1

Ii ~ Ii JM(r )YJ M+ (r )X IIJIbJI' p Fph(r)~ph(~)Pph
11' ph

(5.9)

and

~ph(~) = l
fiCO (ep—eh)—+ I g

1

flCO + ( Ep —Eh ) —I 'g
(5.10)

lp lh I
=(jpjh, J

~
lcr;J)5 &(

i)'+—'( —1) "4[m(2lp+1)(2lh+1)j' 0 0 0 Mph(r), (5.11)

(5.12)

The integral in (5.12) can be analytically calculated and the expression of Mph(r) is quoted in the Appendix. When the
spin-orbit coupling is disregarded, (5.9) reduces to

IIon(r, r';co)=i@'3/2g( —1) + +'+"
JM

J 1
YJM( ) YJ,M /

Xg g aJibJi 16~(2lp+ 1)(2lh+ 1) 0 0 0 Mph(r)&ph(co)Mph(r') .
1 nl„

n„l„

(5.13)

Notice that the angular dependence of the density-current propagator in coordinate space is different from the one in
momentum space, since now the J dependence is also associated with the radial variables,

i
r

i
and

~

r
~

[compare Eq.
(2.20)]. Still it remains true that for r =r' (5.13) vanishes, as a consequence of (2.24).

We calculate IIO n (r, r';co) in a frame with the z axis parallel to r and the vector r' in the (x,z) plane. Then

T

IIO n(r, r', co) =iV'3/2g ( —1) +'+"
J 4a 0 —n

l
YJ „(r r', 0)

lp lh l
Xg g aJIbJI16m(2lp+1)(2lh+I) 0 0 0 Mph(r)&ph(u)Mph(r') .

I n„l
nhlh

(5.14)

The imaginary part of i IIQ (r, r—'n, co) is shown in Fig 6for two. different angles (r r '=0 and r.r '=0.5) and compared
with the density-density propagator. In coordinate space the latter reads:

lp lh l
Hp o(r, r';co) =p PJ(r r ')paJI Q 16ir(2ip+ 1 )(2ih+ 1 ) 0 0 0 Mph(r) V ph(co)Mph(r') (5.15)
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larized protons, specifically devised for the direct compar-
ison of the two spin responses, failed to bring to light the
predicted contrast. Several items have been discussed in
an attempt of intepreting this negative outcome. Here we
stress the possibility that the mixing between a'q and
cr &q, induced by the breaking of translational invariance,
could substantially alter, in a finite nucleus, the behavior
of the nuclear matter response, particularly at lou~ ener-
gies.

This question can only be elucidated by directly solving
the RPA equations, but an analysis of the density-current
propagator can already shed some light on the problem.
This quantity is highly nonlocal in momentum space and
thus can only exist in a finite system.

We have explored its behavior both in momentum and
in coordinate space: it turns out that Ho „(q,q';co) critical-
ly depends upon the angle between q and q'; its ratio to
the density-density (or to the current-current) propagators
increases as q.q' goes from 1 to 0, but at the same time

the magnitude of IID „decreases by orders of magnitude.
Moreover, it tends to become smaller with increasing en-
ergy.

In coordinate space the diagonal terms of IIO „still van-
ish; furthermore, Ho „(r,r';co) tends to zero when

~

r
i

(or
)~0, ln contrast with IIp 0 which, in the center of

the nucleus, is maximum. The surface character of the
density-current propagator would be even more pro-
nounced in a Woods-Saxon basis.

We can conclude that the mixing of pionlike and rho-
like excitations is most important at low energy and is not
linked to the size of the system, but rather to its confine
ment. It would be interesting to test our density-current
propagator against the data of a (y, m. ) experiment. The
latter has recently been considered with renewed interest. '

We wish to thank Prof. M. Ericson and Dr. M. B.
Johnson for interesting and stimulating discussions.

APPENDIX

In order to derive the expression for

I, dq q'J/(qr)~ i.,i;„i„(q) (Al)

let us recall the formula (see Ref. 8).
1/2

~ i.,i,.„i„(q)=
(2lz+2n~+ 1)!!(2li,+2ni, + 1)!!

(i+1 +ii, +2k+2k'+ l)l!p h

(21@+2k+1)!!(2l„+2k'+1)!!

M 2m+ i+1 1—q~/4v ~ ( 1 )m
(2m +2/+ 1)f! (2v) +i/2

which is valid in the HO basis. In (A2), M =(l„+li,—l)/2+ 0 +k' is an integer.
Therefore (A 1) requires the calculation of

G(r)= f dqe /' q' +'+'jJ(qr),
2m

which turns out to be

G(r)= 1 (2m+I+ J+2) (2v) + +"+ ' r e " g ( —l)i'z ~ (2vr Y
(2~)'" (2J+2p+1)!!'

P= +mI —J+1
2

(A2)

(A3)

Inserting now (A2) into (Al) and utilizing (A4), one gets finally

(2lp+2np+ I )!!(2l +b2n +i1)!!~&i (r) (2vr2)I/z vr—
(2~)'" 2 np!nhf

1/2

(A4)

, "i "& (l+l +l„+2k+2k'+1)!!
(21,+2k+ 1)!!(21„+2k'+ 1)!!

r

x ( —1)
(2m +i+J+2)!!

( —I) (2vr )P

(2m+2l+1)!! 0 P (2J+2p+1)!! (A5)
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